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PROFILE 



WHO 

WE 

ARE 

• ONE-STOP-SHOP for event 
rental needs. We were 
established in 2016 with the 
objective - “Renting made 
easy” to our customers and 
business partners. 
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• RentSher is the region's largest 
eCommerce platform. With a 
presence in two (2) countries – 
UAE and KSA. We connect this 
vast and diverse region through 
our technology. 



• Delivering all over UAE and KSA. 
• 5,000+ products available for rent and 

served 10000+ events since our  
     launch. 
• More than 50,000 customers served. 
• Rented for more than 10,000 events. 
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In 2019, we have 

completed of 

approximate  

3,270 events.  



WHO 

WE 

SERVICE 
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WHY  

RENTSHER? 
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One-stop-shop for all your 
rental needs.  

Quality assurance and 
most economical solutions. 

Thorough transparency in 
operations.  

Professional team.  

Customized package for 
each specific event. 

24/7 support from order till 
delivery. 

We deliver an experience, 
not products.  



WHAT  

DID  

THEY 

SAY 

ABOUT 

US 

Had an absolutely amazing experience 

working with the entire team of RentSher. 

Not even frown.. always willing to 

accommodate and listen and most 

importantly work towards finding a solution 

to any bottle necks or last minute 

requests/situations. Keep up the good 

work.... and if you are dealing with Jose... You 

can just sleep well. He is Brilliant at his 

work...                                                                           
-Geetika Monga,  

Marketing Consultant 

Nshama 

The company was very 

professional and helpful with our 

event (even though our request 

came on a short notice), and they 

made sure all of our demands 

were fulfilled. Thank you again!  

 

-Hessa Z 
 

I have found RentSher’s professionalism 

a welcome surprise in this city where 

customer service does not seem 

important. Their prices are reasonable, 

they have provided what was asked for 

and delivered and collected at the time 

arranged. It has been a pleasure dealing 

with them and I will use them again 

without question. 

  
-Sheila Wood 
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So we had 3 days to go and many ideas, 

Rentsher gave us options, then tweaked to 

our requirements, arranged drummers 

dancers food mikes AV and so cheerfully 

and peacefully...never has an event felt 

smoother. Thanks Ajmal, you guys are very 

good at this.                                                                                                    
-Monica Mukherjee, 

Global HR Business Partner 

iMile 
 



EVENTS 
Birthday 
Party 

Wedding 

Baby 
Showers 

Private 
Dinner 
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House 
Warming 



EVENTS 

Family 
Day 

Concert 

National 
Day 

Community 
Event 

Product 
and Brand 
Launch 
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PRODUCT 
DEPTH 
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RentSher can 
provide 
diversified  
products/ 
services for you 
to choose from. 

150+ 
options 
for Sofas 

200+ 
options for 
Chairs 

200+ 
options 
for 
Inflatables  300+ 

options for 
Kids 
Birthday 
Parties 



Vaibhav is a technology lover, 

passionate about making the life of 

customers easy by creating a 

shared economy in day to day 

activities. An Oxford alum, he was a 

former consultant for strategy and 

execution across EMEA for 

companies like McKinsey and 

Philips. 

 

OUR LEADERS 
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Vaibhav Doshi 
CEO Global 



Purvashi leads the B2C acquisitions 

and operations of RentSher. She was 

the former Operations Head for 

Debenhams, overseeing around 1000 

employees. 

OUR LEADERS 
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Purvashi Doshi 
Co-founder 



MEDIA 
MENTION 
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OUR 
WORKS 

Danube’s Corporate Event 
Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAbA1b3XFCM


OUR 
WORKS 
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Concert Set-up 



OUR 
WORKS 
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Papal Visit 



OUR 
WORKS 
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Corporate Anniversary  
Celebration 



OUR 
WORKS 
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Sobha’s Gala Event 
Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZuwAWYObtI


OUR 
WORKS 
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Kids Entertainment 



OUR 
WORKS 
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Christmas Day Event 



OUR 
WORKS 
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Family Day Event 
Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-w_sqa3g3Q


OUR 
WORKS 
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Lightning set-up for Al Qasba 
Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNvUwr22r9Q
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Let’s start working together. 

Office 410, Tiffany Tower, Cluster W, JLT 

contactus@rentsher.ae/ajmal@rentsher.ae 

+971 4510 9585 

+971 508701306 

FOLLOW US: 

www.rentsher.ae 

https://in.linkedin.com/company/rentsher-middle-east
https://www.instagram.com/rentsher_me/
https://www.facebook.com/RentSherMiddleEast
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyoX3fvaUS0tNr4M7FJkf5w

